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Auction NFT-Auction Virtually Real

Date 30.11.2022, ca. 15:22

Preview 25.11.2022 - 10:00:00 bis 
28.11.2022 - 18:00:00

CROSSLUCID (Zybura, Sylwana / Toth, Tomas C.)
2018 Shanghei

Title: "cached dreams, stream of prompts #03".
Created: 2022.
Location: Berlin.
Owner: Crosslucid.
Token ID: 2.
Token Type: NFT, ERC-721.
Blockchain: Ethereum.
Minted: Manifold (Crosslucid).
Smart Contract: 0x69C403eCE2891881d12042c43f8fEE530752727a.
Royalties: 10 %.
Media Storage: Arweave.
Filename: CachedDreams_III.
Format: MP4 (40 Sekunden).
Dimensions: 2160 x 3840 pixel.
Size: 128,5 MB.
Certificate: CD#03_Certificate_CROSSLUCID.

+

Physical artwork:
Title: "Artist Reference".
Date: 2022.
Technique: Documentation box (with Publication/Printouts/Clippings).
Measurement: approx. 33,7 x 32,2 x 34,5cm.

Hybrid NFT (NFT + physical object)
For the first time, the Berlin artist collective Crosslucid is offering an NFT from the series "cached dreams" (2022-).

"cached dreams, stream of prompts #03" is the third video from the series "cached dreams" (2022- ongoing), which
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was generated with artificial intelligence. Exclusive to the NFT of the AI-generated video, the collector will receive the
physical documentation box "Artist Reference", created by Crosslucid during the creation of the artwork. It contains a
publication, clippings and annotations of what the artist duo worked with during the creative phase. A gift to the
collector to illustrate the journey and explorations into the worlds behind the artwork.

The digital work delights with delicate flows and wanderings through subconscious fluidities, unearthing an unknown
language of hidden narratives, imaginaries, and cosmologies.

During their work, Crosslucid were astonished with the result of Artificial Intelligence: If AI marketing is fed with the
general allusion to Surrealism, the work and sensibility of the numerous Surrealist female artists is ignored and once
again overshadowed and marginalised by the male-dominated art historical canon. The artists' collective has found a
way to make visible and celebrate the legacy and tender visions of female artists that are relevant to our current times.
They have embedded the alchemical writings of surrealist artist, poet, writer and alchemist Ithell Colquhoun into AI,
allowing them to bring to light the semantic evocations of current text-to-image models while also considering the
many surrealist women.

The collector is kindly asked to keep the NFT and its physical counterpart together in case of resale. This is a digital and
physical sibling.

CROSSLUCID talks about their NFT for the auction "Virtually Real": 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-ALOtDQsYw&list=TLGG7W_yleMLA28yNTExMjAyMg&t=121s

Payment also possible with the cryptocurrency Ether (ETH).

In addition to our GTC, the special conditions for auctions of NFTs also apply.

Estimate: 3.000 € - 5.000 €; Hammer: 3.000 €
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